
 

WSOP CIRCUIT 2021-12 
EVENT REPORT 

 

Circuit Stop: Horseshoe (Tunica, MI)  

Event:  No-Limit Hold’em 

Buy-in:  $400 

Date:   28 April 22, 2022 

Entries: 555 

Prizepool: $183,150

 

ROBERT HANKINS TAKES HOME TENTH CIRCUIT RING 

AT HORSESHOE TUNICA 

Hankins earns $34,223 in the Monster Stack, defeating 555 entries. 

Event #9: $400 No-Limit Hold’em Monster Stack had a $100,000 Guaranteed prize pool and 
cleared that by a long-shot as it attracted a total of 555 entries and generated a prize pool 
of $183,150. At the end of a two-day grind, the last man standing was Robert Hankins who 
had all the chips and earned $34,223 along with an impressive 10th Career WSOP Circuit 
gold ring. Along with the cash and the new piece of hardware he has also earned a seat into 
the $1,000,000 Prize Pool ‘Tournament of Champions’ in Las Vegas. 

“It feels good man,” said Hankins after earning his 10th ring. “It was a good final table. 
Everything went the way it was supposed to.” 

Hankins was seventh of ten in chips when they reached the unofficial final table, but he 
never got dangerously short-stacked. By the time they reached four-handed he had just a 
slight chip disadvantage to Maurice Hawkins who was chipleader at the time. Eventually 
Hankins landed heads up with Hawkins at an almost dead even stack and Hankins got the 
best of it when he defended the big blind with four-deuce suited. Hankins flopped massive 
as he caught an open-ended straight draw with a flush draw and made a straight on the 
turn which held up and sent fourteen-time Circuit gold ringer to the payout cage in second 
place. 

The poker professional from Nashville, Tennessee has no plans on stopping anytime soon. 
“I’m just going to continue to grind,” Hankins concluded. He is planned to play the main 



 

 

event this weekend at Horseshoe Casino and will be at the World Series of Poker in Las 
Vegas this coming June.   

 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:   Robert Hankins 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    Nashville, TN 
Current Residence:   Nashville, TN 

Age:     36 
Profession:    Poker Pro 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 9

 

DIRECT LINKS 

FULL RESULTS 
ROBERT HANKIN’S OFFICIAL WSOP PLAYER PROFILE 
OFFICIAL WINNER PHOTO 

https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=4916&tid=20552&dayof=205521&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerid=55260
https://www.wsop.com/pdfs/reports/20552-winner-photo.jpg

